
Consultancy, training and coaching to support companies to

truly embrace flexible ways of working and confidently build a

culture of trust, exceptional communication and high

performance. 

Welcome to 
Taking Care of Business



I deliver training and consult with companies of all sizes both in person and

remotely, helping them design solutions that enhance inclusion, increase

productivity and retention, reduce costs and promote diversity within a workforce. 

I created Taking Care of Business because I found it almost impossible to combine

my career with parenting in a way that worked for my family, and I’m passionate

about being part of the solution to the issues faced by people who love their

career and want to combine it with their unique personal circumstances more

successfully. 

I work to promote solutions that accelerate female career development and

close our gender pay gap. I'm privileged to speak regularly on these topics and

participate in a number of government forums to help shape the future of work, as

well as holding the position of Head of Content for the Flexpo and Flexpo Business

events.

I love what I do and have a lot of fun working with businesses to create a

conscious culture that bridges the gaps that exist in communication, awareness,

support and flexibility for employees, which brings untold benefits to the entire

workforce. Below are some of the organisations I have worked with:

I‘m Ursula Tavender, creator of the Taking

Care of Business programmes and founder

of Mumbelievable™. I help businesses

increase support, inclusion, flexibility and

progression opportunities so they can

attract and retain talented people from all

walks of life.

About me and my work
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The FLEXIBLE Model

F   Foundations built on trust 
L   Leadership 
E   Everyone in this together
X  X-ray vision through the business
I    Infrastructure
B   Better, braver, bolder recruitment
L   Living a breathing a new way of work
E   Exceptional communication and connection 
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Every company I work with is unique and has its own
culture and approach when it comes to flexible working. 

Over a number of years working with a diverse mix of clients
across a range of industries, I've observed the critical
components that - when underpinned by great policy - must be
present for a new way to become possible and for a culture of
flexibility to become truly embedded. 

Through my extensive work and understanding of the latest
thinking and research in this area, I've developed a model using
an acronym of the word FLEXIBLE that identifies in practical
terms exactly how an organisation can create a long-lasting
shift in the way its people work. 

I work collaboratively with clients to understand where your
business currently is in respect of each aspect and pave an
exciting way forward that ensures flexible working transforms its
future. 

The model, along with some detail about each success factor is
below and in the following pages.

™



The FLEXIBLE Model
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For flexible working to become part of any company culture, trust must exist by default –
and this is often a seismic shift from the common belief that trust must be earned before
flexibility can be allowed. 

I support companies to move in the direction of a high trust culture, gently and
compassionately helping colleagues at all levels understand the anatomy of trust and what
it means to them, equipping them tools so they can communicate more effectively,
intentionally and purposefully building trusting relationships with their teams.

Foundations built on trust  

When a leadership team demonstrates a powerful combination of
tangible commitment to building a truly flexible working culture along with exceptional
focus on communication and engagement to make it happen, a kind of magic happens. 

When employees have clarity of direction from the top and are
supported to understand why flexible working matters and the extraordinary
positive impact it can have on their lives and business performance, change happens faster
and more smoothly.

I work with leaders to develop a strategic, sustainable approach to flexibility that reflects
the wider business goals and capitalises on their crucial role in creating a new culture.

Leadership commitment

Everyone in this together 

Having a flexible working policy and/or guidance for informal flexibility is a brilliant start. 

Building on that by supporting teams to establish their own micro-cultures for flexible
working ensures that everyone has the opportunity to identify what flexibility means for them
and how they can work collaboratively to make it a reality, in the context of each role and
what the team needs to deliver.
 
Sometimes resistant mindsets, fears and bias can mean that people feel as though flexible
working either isn’t for them or doesn’t really work. One of the greatest privileges of my work
is to facilitate open, safe conversations with teams that uncover and gently overcome
potential barriers to more flexibility, before helping them to design a team charter for
flexible working that every team member contributes to.

™
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When people can see what’s possible, it inspires them to make changes happen for
themselves, too. Role modelling is an extraordinarily powerful catalyst for flexible working;
and this aspect of the model is about helping companies to make sure there are visible role
models openly working flexibly in as many different ways as possible at all levels of an
organisation. 

I work with these role models, who effectively become internal champions (and – crucially –
allies), to amplify their voices as they share how they work and what a difference it makes to
them and the business. They may eventually attend meetings, facilitate drop-in events or run
training on flexible working to support the commitment to increasing opportunities for more
colleagues to work in different ways.
 
The result of this approach is that more employees feel psychologically safe to think
creatively about whether their working pattern is allowing them to deliver their best work,
and to work with their managers and teams to make adaptations when that feels right.

X-ray vision through the business

When people have access to the right policy and guidance, technology, tools, workspaces
and locations, they perform better, deliver more and become happier. Every business has
unique infrastructure needs for flexible working, so this is aspect is about making sure teams
have everything they need to make it truly work. 

So often I’m told that simple infrastructure challenges can prevent more flexibility; when in
reality there has never been a better or more exciting time to embrace new technologies,
collaboration tools or innovative workspace solutions.

Infrastructure

Better, braver, bolder recruitment

For many demographics of the UK population, if a recruitment process doesn’t invite a
conversation about a possibility of flexible working they are effectively excluded from the
outset. People need flexibility for a multitude of reasons – whether that’s so they can
incorporate passions outside of work into their daily lives, because they live with a health
condition or disability, have caring responsibilities or live further away from a job opportunity
than a comfortable daily commute allows.
 
Candidate demand shows convincingly that flexible working is expected by the majority of
jobseekers and will be prioritised over other decision factors such as pay, for example – so in
the ever-intensifying competition for talent, making better, braver and bolder recruitment
decisions is a must for any business. 

I help clients by working with hiring managers to identify and overcome bias, play with job
design, language used in job descriptions and conduct low-risk experiments with ways to
make the entire recruitment process more inclusive.
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Support for leaders and managers to transform flexible working in all its forms from concept
into reality is the lynchpin of any new flexibility culture.
 
This support can come in many forms, such as toolkits, events, internal communications,
training and coaching, for example – all with the sole purpose of bringing policy to life and
igniting passion and energy for a new way of work that everyone can live and breathe.

People need answers to the questions that may hold them back from trying new things: Why
are we doing this? How do we manage it? How do we measure whether it’s working? What
if everyone wants the same thing? What happens when something goes wrong? How do we
trust that people are doing what they need to? How can we share what’s working now?

Living and breathing a new way of work

Every company with a great flexible working culture demonstrates a strong ongoing
commitment to communication – in all its forms. Through my work I'm able to collaborate
with clients to develop a strategic approach to communications that sits alongside all the
other cultural aspects, ensuring they are given a spotlight and leveraged to effect more
change and impact. 

Internal communications, publications, forums, networks and events should regularly give
focus to sharing examples of people working flexibly at all levels and for many different
reasons and give time and space to the new culture. 

External communications should let consumers, stakeholders and candidates know about
the journey the business is taking – to secure its future, engage the best talent and
celebrate progress and innovation. 

Colleagues should be given time and coaching to communicate better, more openly and
engage in tough, courageous conversations so they can work better together.

Exceptional communication and connection

Thank you
It's vital to me that this information captures the essence of our
discussions and is based on my understanding of how my support and
expertise can help you achieve your goals. I'm really excited to receive
your thoughts and feedback. If you have any questions, need more or you
would like to explore any part of this document in more detail please
email ursula@mumbelievable.com.

Thank you for inviting me to contribute to your plans and for
considering trusting me to help you as you change the world of work.


